DISINFECTANT/SANITIZER/TUBERCULOCIDE/VIRUCIDE*/FUNGICIDE/ALGAECE/SLIMICIDE/DEODORIZER

When used as directed, this chlorine dioxide-generating product is proven effective as: a disinfectant against Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus, Salmonella enterica, methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA), vancomycin-resistant Enterococcus faecalis, Mycobacterium bovis (TB), Trichophyton mentagrophytes (athlete’s foot), Listeria monocytogenes, and Candida albicans; a sanitizer against E. coli (ad E. coli O157:H7), S. aureus, Salmonella typhimurium (MDRS), Klebsiella pneumonia, and Listeria monocytogenes; a fungicide against Penicillium digitatum, Botrytis Sp, and Fusarium solani; and an algaecide (Phormidium boneri).

*Viruses: Corona virus, Feline Calicivirus, Hepatitis A virus, Human Immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1), Poliovirus-1, Rotavirus, Influenza-A virus, Rhinovirus type 37, Canine Parvovirus, Adenovirus type 5, Herpes Simplex virus type 2, Vaccinia virus, and Norovirus (feline calici used as testing surrogate); *Kills Pandemic 2009 H1N1 Influenza A virus (formerly called swine flu).

See Technical Bulletin (page 4) for ATCC designation numbers of the above-listed organisms.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

DANGER

(See back panel for other cautions)

Active Ingredient:........................................................................................................30.5%
Other Ingredients:........................................................................................................69.5%
Total:...........................................................................................................................100.0%

Amount of Chlorine Dioxide generated = 0.05% in 10 liters of water

Net Weight of contents.................................................................2.52 ounces (71.30 grams)

FIRST AID

If in Eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

If on Skin or Clothing: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

If Swallowed: Call poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

If Inhaled: Remove victim to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth if possible. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. Get medical attention.

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center, doctor, or going for treatment. For emergency information concerning this product, call the National Pesticides Information Center (NPIC Web site: www.npic.orst.edu).

Note to Physician: Probable mucosal damage may contraindicate the use of gastric lavage.

EPA Registration No. 47986-5 EPA Establishment No. 090569-OH-001


PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS HAZARDS TO HUMANS

DANGER: DRY INGREDIENTS; CORROSIVE. CAUSES IRREVERSIBLE EYE DAMAGE AND CAUSES SKIN BURNS. HARMFUL IF SWALLOWED. WEAR PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR (GOGGLES, FACE SHIELD OR SAFETY GLASSES). WEAR PROTECTIVE GLOVES. IF CONTACT WITH DRY INGREDIENTS OCCURS, WASH THOROUGHLY WITH SOAP AND WATER AFTER HANDLING AND BEFORE EATING, DRINKING, CHEWING GUM, USING TOBACCO OR USING THE TOILET. REMOVE CONTAMINATED CLOTHING AND WASH BEFORE REUSE.

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS

Dried sodium chlorite is incompatible with acids, reducing agents, combustible materials, sulfur-containing rubber, solvents and paints. Keep activated solution from light and heat. Chlorine dioxide gas may concentrate in open space of container in which 5G envelope is activated. Always dilute activated product in well-ventilated area. Do not remove 5G from container of water prior to complete generation—10 hours after immersion in water.

NOTE: For use in the institutional or commercial applications discussed below and in the accompanying Technical Bulletin. Not for use in households or where young children may be present.
When used as directed, on hard, non-porous surfaces (e.g., stainless steel, brass, glass, vinyl, PVC, polypropylene), this product is an effective sanitizer, disinfectant, tuberculosis, viricide*, fungicide, algaecide, general-purpose antimicrobial and cleaner for use in a wide range of applications, including but not limited to: hospitals, medical & veterinary facilities, pharmaeutical production facilities, including equipment (e.g., ultracentrifuges); wineries, breweries, and beverage / bottling plants; laboratories and other clinical settings; potable and non-potable water systems and attendant equipment & tubing; restaurants and food processing plants; and greenhouses/horticultural settings. Heavily soiled surfaces must be pre-cleaned prior to treatment. Apply by mop, sponge, or sprayer, ensuring visible wetness for time-specific or wetness-only treatments. Avoid通过 immersion or clean-in-place applications. Use a NIOSH/MHSA-approved respirator appropriate for chlorine dioxide when using a high-pressurized sprayer and under other circumstances detailed in the Technical Bulletin.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR CLEANING AND DECONTAMINATING SURFACES AND OBJECTS PREVIOUSLY SOILED WITH BLOOD BODY FLUIDS POTENTIALLY CONTAINING HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS TYPE 1 (HIV-1) at 100 ppm/10 min. contact time

- Wear protective barriers such as disposable latex gloves, gowns, masks, and eye coverings when handling items soiled with blood or body fluids.
- Blood and other body fluids must be thoroughly cleaned from surfaces and objects before application of Selectrocide 5G.
- Blood, other body fluids, and contaminated cleaning materials should be autoclaved and disposed of according to local regulations for infectious waste disposal.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: IT IS A VIOLATION OF FEDERAL LAW TO USE THIS PRODUCT IN A MANNER INCONSISTENT WITH THE LABELING. READ THE ENTIRE LABEL AND USE STRICTLY IN ACCORDANCE WITH PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS AND USE.

1. Open the package, ensuring the 5G envelope inside is not cut. Discard desiccant.
2. To achieve an aqueous solution of 500 ppm chlorine dioxide, immerse (submerge) the 5G envelope in container with 10 liters of water. (To achieve an aqueous solution of 100 ppm chlorine dioxide directly, immerse (submerge) the 5G envelope in container with 50 liters of water.) Close seal container tightly. Container interior should be dark and resistant to light. See Technical Bulletin for recommendations regarding amount of water, contact times and dilutions for specific applications, and recommended container specifications.
3. WAIT AT LEAST 10 HOURS BEFORE USE TO ENSURE SOLUTION REACHES FULL STRENGTH.

DO NOT REMOVE 5G FROM CONTAINER OF WATER PRIOR TO 10 HOURS.

4. Remove 5G from container and mix gently before use. Work in well-ventilated area and avoid inhaling fumes. Wear protective gloves if hands will come into contact with activated solution during dilution or application; wear NIOSH/MHSA-approved respirator for chlorine dioxide if working with stock (500 ppm) solution in open container. Remove envelope from container within 48 hours after activation. Do not reuse the 5G. Discard envelope according to below. Before use, verify concentration with Selective Micro™ Chlorine Dioxide Test Strips to ensure appropriate concentration (see Technical Bulletin for directions if Test Strips indicate lower-than-desired concentration).

5. Activate prior to expiration date stamped on package. Store unused solution (and/or subsequent dilutions) in a dark, oxidation-resistant container. Record activation date and concentration on stick-on label shipped with the product, and affix to storage container. Store activated solution in cool place out of direct sunlight (do not store in refrigerator dedicated to food storage). Use solution and/or subsequent dilutions within 15 days of activation.

USE THE FOLLOWING GENERAL DILUTIONS AND TABLE

General Dilution Instructions: All dilutions begin with a stock solution at a nominal concentration of 500 ppm, except when the product is activated directly to the application concentration (see technical bulletin). Except where otherwise directed, or for other use concentrations (see technical bulletin), use the following dilution instructions to achieve the use concentration indicated:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To Achieve Use</th>
<th>Use Dilution Device or Sprayer With a Dilution Ratio of:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concentration</td>
<td>1:5 (one part 500 ppm solution to 4 parts water)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 ppm</td>
<td>1:10 (one part 500 ppm solution to 9 parts water)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 ppm</td>
<td>1:25 (one part 500 ppm solution to 24 parts water)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 ppm</td>
<td>1:100 (one part 500 ppm solution to 99 parts water)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 ppm</td>
<td>1:2,000 (one part 500 ppm solution to 1,999 parts water)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SANITIZER FOR HARD, NON-POUROUS, FOOD-CONTACT SURFACES, FOR HARD, NON-POUROUS, NON-FOOD-CONTACT SURFACES, DISINFECTANT OR VIRUCIDE® FOR HARD, NON-POUROUS SURFACES, DISINFECTANT FOR CLEAN-IN-PLACE APPLICATIONS FOR POTABLE WATER SYSTEMS, ANTIMICROBIAL AND GENERAL CLEANING APPLICATIONS FOR POTABLE WATER SYSTEMS, ANTIMICROBIAL APPLICATIONS FOR NON-POTABLE WATER SYSTEMS IN HORTICULTURAL SETTNGS, GENERAL DISINFECTANT, SANITIZER, ALGAECIDE AND FUNGICIDE FOR HORTICULTURAL AND GREENHOUSE APPLICATIONS, FRUIT AND VEGETABLE WASH TO EXTEND FRESHNESS AND SHELF-LIFE, ANTIMICROBIAL APPLICATIONS TO CONTROL THE BUILDUP OF MICROBES IN PROCESS WATERS, FRUIT AND VEGETABLE WASH, AND ASSOCIATED TANKS, FLUES, AND LINES, ANTIMICROBIAL TREATMENT FOR POULTRY DRINKING WATER, SANITIZING FINAL RINSE OF PRE-CLEANED OR NEW RETURNABLE OR NON-RETURNABLE CONTAINERS, ANTIMICROBIAL AND GENERAL CLEANING USES FOR NON-POTABLE WATER APPLICATIONS INVOLVING RECIRCULATING WATER SYSTEMS (E.G., COOLING TOWERS, PAPER MILLS, AND DECORATIVE OR ORNAMENTAL FOUNTAINS).

PLEASE REFERENCE MASTER LABEL TECHNICAL BULLETIN FOR DETAILED USE PATTERNS AND DILUTION RATES.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

DO NOT CONTAMINATE WATER, FOOD OR FEED BY STORAGE AND DISPOSAL. STORE IN COOL, DRY, VENTILATED AREA. STORE BETWEEN 50° C (122°F). KEEP PRODUCT OUT OF DIRECT SUNLIGHT. STORE SEPARATELY FROM WATER AND ACIDS. IF PACKAGE RUPTURES AND CONTENTS SPILL, DO NOT PERMIT CONTACT OF CONTENTS WITH ORGANIC MATERIALS (FOR EXAMPLE: CLOTHING OR COMBUSTIBLE MATERIALS) OR ACIDS. PESTICIDE WASTES ARE TOXIC. IMPROPER DISPOSAL OF EXCESS DRY PESTICIDE IS A VIOLATION OF FEDERAL LAW. IF THIS PRODUCT CANNOT BE USED ACCORDING TO LABEL INSTRUCTIONS, CONTACT YOUR STATE PESTICIDE OR ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AGENCY, OR THE HAZARDOUS WASTE REPRESENTATIVE AT THE NEAREST EPA REGIONAL OFFICE FOR GUIDANCE. NONREFILLABLE CONTAINER. DO NOT REUSE OR REFILL THIS CONTAINER. OFFER FOR RECYCLING, IF AVAILABLE, OR DISPOSE OF ENVELOPE IN A SANITARY LANDFILL OR BY INCINERATION, OR IF ALLOWED BY STATE AND LOCAL AUTHORITIES, BY BURNING, STAY OUT OF SMOKE.

WARRANTY STATEMENT: The Company warrants the product to be free from defects in material and workmanship. THE COMPANY MAKES NO WARRANTY THAT THE GOODS SHALL BE MERCHANTABILITY. THE COMPANY MAKES NO WARRANTY, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, EXCEPT SUCH AS IS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH HEREIN. The Company shall not be liable for any incidental or consequential damages for any breach of warranty. The Company’s liability for any breach of warranty shall be limited to the purchase price of the product.